Talking It Over

Another Job Is Given to Managers

Each month GOLFDOM notices more of its letters are being signed “Manager and Assistant Secretary.” This growing trend toward the “assistant secretary” title indicates a marked recognition of the managers’ ability to handle some more of the important duties of the club in a most satisfactory manner.

This additional work in most of the cases is principally that of a liaison officer co-ordinating the work of the various committees, checking on the budget, and in his usual diplomatic manner seeing that the work of the various committees is progressing. There are cases without number when club events failed to draw the patronage they should simply because the house committee head was too busy with his own personal business duties to see that the announcements were mailed on time to the club members, that the newspaper publicity was handled right, or that any other of the many necessary arrangements were made. With the added prestige of “assistant secretary” the manager has some authority delegated to him for a check-up on the progress of club plans. Since he usually has to be the “goat” if anything goes wrong it is only fair that he be given a chance to keep in touch with all developments and be allotted some authority for taking the initiative.

Skimping on Greens Budget Is Not Thrift

Almost every golf club, in going back over its history, can bring to light dozens of cases where they pared here and there in reducing the greens budget and found in the end that their expected saving turned out to be an extravagance. “Bargains” in seed, in fertilizer and in equipment should be considered with suspicion. Check up on them or you’ll have maintenance costs that will move you to tears.

When your green budget for next year is made pass along word to your successors to get the budget strong enough. No matter what figure you put in it will be slashed anyway, so make it so that the remainder permits the purchase of the best the market affords and enough labor to keep the course in condition.

If you have a greenkeeper who is worthy of his hire you need not fear that the generous budget will encourage him to run wild. The proudest boast of the able greenkeeper concerns how much he was able to keep under the budget and still leave nothing undone in providing his members with a course that would be a joy to them and their guests.

Many of those who are handling the arduous tasks of greens chairman and greenkeeper already are finding that they will have to leave undone some of the work on the course they expected to do, simply because the available funds have been inadequate. GOLFDOM has heard the wail of greenkeepers,